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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 77’4

IONIZATION IN T~E KNOCK ZONE OF AN
-.

INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE
.

By Charles E. Hastings -—,.’. -.

SUMMARY

The ionization in the knock zone of an internal-
comlnlstion engine was investigated. A stistiected correla-
tion between the intensit:r of knock and the deqree of

. ionization was verified. and an oscillation in the degree
of ionization corresponding in frequency to the knock
vibrations in the cylinder pressure was observed.

INTRODUCTION

When knock occurs in an internal-combustion engine,
it is accompanied hy i~creaset pressures and temperatures
in the cylinders owing to the rapid burning of the end
gas. The violent chemical reaction and i-he accompanying
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increased teruperatures of the gases in the knot’k zone sug- “=

gest thpt the ionization of the .qase~ is increased during
the knocking cycle and, further, that this increase might
he used to indicate the presence and, the intensity of
knock. :.-

Ionization gaps have been used to measure velocity of
flame travel by both Schnauffer and Sch~tz (references I
to 3), but no published material seems to be available for
the simple measurement of the degree of ionization in the
knock re~ion of an internal-combustion engine.

—.._ -
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IIESCRIPTION AND OPERATION” OF APPARATUS

In order tO investigate the de.qree of ionization in
the knock. zone of an internal-combustion engine”,”simulta-
neous records Of cylinder pressure a~d ionization were
obtained. A high-speed C.F.It. single-cylinder test engine
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was used. ” The cylinder-pressure indicator consisted of a w

qUartz crystal pick-up unit, s,n amp,l,ifier, and a 9-inch
cathode-r&y oscilloscope. (See refa~*ences 4 to 6.) Tho
cylinder-pressure indicator Was used tO indicate knock.

A 5-inch oscilloscope (reference 7) was mounted di-
rectly above the 9-inch tu~e so that the two could he pho-
tographed simultaneously. Tho current passing between the
points of a 3G-3B2 spark plug placed in the knock ZOTIE)

controlled the vertj,cal def~ection of +jho cathode beam of
the 5-inch oscilloscope and served as Q measure of ioniz-
ation.

—

The synchronizer unj.t (r~ference 8) contains two al-
ternators that are directly connected to the crankshaft,
One alternator gen~rates Six oyc~es per revolution of the
crankshaft and is normally used for synchronization but
W&iS used, in these tests, as a marker, The marker voltage
is supplied to both o~cilloscop~s ~y turning on the marker
amplifier and closing switch S2 (fig. 1). Thus ~Oint$l .
are located on the traces of bo~h oscilloscopes corre~pond-
ing to 600 angles of the crankshaft,
(s00 fig.

From these records
2) the horizontal time scale of the oscilloscopes v

can be calculated, Tho second alternator, which generates
two cycles per revolution, was used for synchronization.
The two alternator~ wero interchanged. to give a greater
number of marker cycles on the records, .

The capacitance letween the leads of each oscillo-
scope and the spark-plug leads was sufficient to make a
small %reak in the trace of Qach oscilloscope when spark
occurrod. Those “tireaksare useful in finding correspond-
ing points in the two oscilloscope traces. Both tho pres-
sure indicator and the ionization indicator were oqulpped
with calibrating circuits for maintaining a constant ovor-
all amplification.

A moving-picture camera photographed both oscillo-
scopesso that records of several successive cycles of thQ
engine were ohtai.ned.

ENGINE CONDITIONS

The ionization Sap was placQd in the knock zone at A
in figure 3 and the cylinder-pressure indicator.was in-
stalled at D. The spark plugs were at B and C’,
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The engine was operated at a speed of 2000 rpm with a
compression ratio of 7, a spark advance of 30°, and a fuel-
air ratio of 0.075. The fuel, the throttle setting, and
the mixture temperature wore varied, and the records were
obtained under the various engine: conditions listed in
table I.

.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Fiqure 4 shows ionization-current records of four
successive cycles in which the engine knocked inter-mittent-
ly , The differences in the ionization records are quite
striking. The maximum ionization current of the knocking
cycles wa”s approximately three times as large as that of
the cycles in which knock did not occur. The kr.o-ckrec-
ords are also characterized by a short dura~ion of the
ionization current and by a rapid drop from peak ioniza-
tion current to zero. In normal burning records, the
ionization current dies out slowly. The high degree of
ionization during knock may he attributed to the higher
temperature of the e~d gas and the extreme violence with
which the chemical reaction is completed. Because the
combustion of the end gas is completed much faster, the
duration of the ionization is shorter.

Figure 5 consists of three consecutive no-knock rec-
ords showing both ionization and pressure diagrams W“ith
the engine operating on.S-l fuel at a nix%ure temperature
of 100° F. These enqine” conditions gave the lowest ioni-
zation currents of those tested.. The records in figure 6
are sample records obtained with S-1. fuel at .a mixture
temperature of 200° F. The ionization currents mere slight-
ly higher than those in figure 5 because of the increase
in mixture temperature. The use of LOO-oct”ane Army !gaSo-
line plus 6 milliliters of ethyl fluid.per gallon” qav~=
noticeably higher ionization currents.. A comparison of
fi~ures 5 and 7 shows t~at the type of fuel apparently o.f-
fectstho degreo of ioniza.tton. The ionization re=de
in figure ‘7wore.of the same general shape as other no=
knock records, and their peaks were still much lower %bn
those o%tained under knocking conditions.

.* ___

The engine was next operated with a commercial gaso-
line (69-octane) and at a mixture temperature o-f 100° X’.
Fi.qure 8 consists of three successive cycles. The first
cycle shows normal burning; the second, a slight knock;
and the third, normal burninq aqain. In fi$ure 9, under
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the same test conditions, knock, ,~s ,Tresent in all. three
cycles. .-

,., ,-

With the mixture tomporatur’~ r~isetl to,2000F,’ the
enqine knocked harde’r; three of thes’e rbc~r~s are shown in
fi<ure 10. “

.

Fl%ure 11 shows,a larg,e-gca~e j.oni~ation current and
pressure record of a knock cycle. The engine was operated
with a commercial gasoline (69.octane) at a mixture tem-
perature of 200° F. The record indicates the presence of
a high-frequency oscillation of approxim~t.ely 7000 cycles
per second. The frequency of thi,s oscill,ati,on corre,s,ponds
to the “knock vibration on the pressure record.

The time interval between the s“park and the star”f of
the ionization current becomes shorter when kuock tegins
and the interval becomes increasingly shorter as the knock-
inq becomes more severe, The time Pequired for the flame
to travel from the spark plug to the potnt where knock be-
gins. is approximately the same as in nonknocking explo-
sions, but knock greatly accelerates the burning in the
end zone; hence, the over-all ~ime interval between spark
and the beqinnfng of ioni~~tion at the gap is shortenod
(ref6rence~ .2 and 9 to 12).

,

Table I lists both the average peak ionization cur-
rents adtl the’ maximum pea~’ionizati~n currents obtained
under various engine conditions. When intermittent knock
was indicated by the pressure re”cdrds, the ionization-
Current peaks of the k“nock and no-knock records were av-
eraged separately.

Attention is called 4j0 the fact that a large increafle
in %h’e ionization tvith knock is characteristic of the end
gas of an engine; and, in brdor to use this phenomenon to
indicate knock, the gap must be in this zone. In many
cases it is impracti.ca%le to install a gap .in the knock
zone; furthermore, the position of the end gas may not be
independent of engine speed. The. high-frequency oscilla-
tion in tho ionization current that is present when. knock
occurs is apparently independent of the position of the
ionization gap. Work is now being do”ne to investigate a
knockmeter based on. this.principle.
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CONCLUSIONS

●

1. Knock affects the i~nt~atj.on in the knock zone of an
internal-combustion engine in the followinq ways:

. Knock sharply increases the degree of ioniza-
ti.onaand, as knock becomes more severe, the intensity
of ionization” is further inoreased.

b. Knock shortens the duration of ionization.

c. After the ionization reaches a maximum, it
falls to zero rapidly in knocking cycles.

d. Knock causes an o’sclllation in the degree of
ionization corresponding in frequency to the knock
vibrations in the cylinder pressure.

e. Ionization reaches the gap sooner in the cy-
cle when the engine knocks. .—

2. The fuel a,-ffectsthe degree of ionization.

3. An Ionization gap under proper conditions may be
used to indicate knock.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley )?iold, Vs., July 17, .1940.
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!I!ABLE I

TeBt Condition and Degree of Ionization

.

Fuel

s-l
s-1

s-l
s-l

100-octane Army

fuel+ 6ml ethyl fluid

UX)-octaneArmy

fuel + 6ml et~l fluid

KIO-octaneArmy
fuel + 6 ml.ethyl fiuid

100-octane &my
fuel-1- 6ml ethyl fluid

100-octane Army

fuel+ 6ml ethyl fld.d

Wmnercial gasoline
(69 octane)

Commercial gasoline
(@ octane)

Mixture
temperature

(q)

I

100

200
300
300

100

WI

100

100

100

200

lmep,

(lb/sqin.)

138

m
118

122

122

120

132

141

110

Relativedegreeof ionization

Individual

ionization

No:
knofd

1.5
2.5

2.8

5.5

8.5

6.3

5.7

3.2

Knock

14.0

15.5

20.0

Average of
maximum
ionisation

Ho
block

1.1

1.5
1.’7

3.9

6.5

4.2

4.2

1.7

4.8

Knock

10.7

12.4

20.0

Remarks

Spark advanced
to 50°, knock-

ing lightly

3/4 throttle

N1 throttle

Intermittent

knock

Continuous audi-
ble knock

I
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_ 2.- ~ ~~r ~COfi~ s~% ~lat~~ t~ on oocillo=o~ tracesad ionisation-currentand
cyllnder-pnmu’e dlegrame,on which the positionof spark is indicated.
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Ionization gap

A
—-. ..--_=

Figure 3,- Plan view of C.F.R. cylinder head.
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1

2

~igure 4.- Ionifi&
tion-

current records of
four successive
engine cycle,.
In the first and
the third cycles,
knock wae present.

3

4
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?&Ire 5.- Ionit8tion- cun’entand cylimier-presmue records of three
MO knock: fuel, S-1; mixture temperature,100° ~.

mlccessiwe qclem.

m
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Fiuu.re 6.- Ionisntlon-current and cylinder-pressure records of three successive cycles. #

Ho knock: fuel, S1; mixture temperature, 200° ~. ●
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rigure 7.- Ioni~tion-current and cylinder-pressure records of three successive cycles. Eo kno~ fuel,

100 ootans Arw @soline + 6Eil et~l fhid: ❑ixtwe teqeratura, 100° P. #
.
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PiKwe 8.- Ionimtion-current and cyllnder-pmmure
seoond record: fuel, conmwcial gasoline

records of three successive wcles. Light knock in the

(69 octane): mixture tempemture, 1000 ~.
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~gure 9.. Ionintion.~rent end cylinder-pmssme records of threeosuccessive CYC198. W*,

● filel,
#

Commial ~SOIin9 (69 0ctenf3): titm t_ra~9 1~ ~C a
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Figure 10.. Ionization-current and cyllnder..prewauro record. of three mccessive cyclec. Ihrd knock;
fuel, conunercial gasoline (69 octane): mixture tesnperatum, XX30 F,

.
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Figure 11.- Large-soale lonizatien~rent and oylinder-preemre
reoord of a knock oyole. Fuel, oommemial gasoline

(69 ootme), mixturetemperature,200° F.


